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Organizational Behavior: Robert Kreitner 2010 The authors’ approach to organizational behavior is based on their belief that reading a comprehensive textbook is hard work, but that the process should be interesting and sometimes fun. This edition has been expanded with many new topics.

Organizational Behavior – Angela Kinicki 2006

Organizational Behavior: IE (Sie) Kreitner 2007

Organizational Behaviour: Knud Sindling 2018-02-16

Organizational Behaviour: Robert Kreitner 2009-10-20


Organizational Behavior: Robert Kreitner 2002 This European adaptation of Organizational Behaviour aims to give the students a comprehensive understanding of OB and their application to modern organizations. It also offers sufficient grounding in the field that enables the reader to read scholarly publications such as HR, CRM, and AME. This edition features new material on emotional intelligence, knowledge management, group dynamics, virtual teams, organizational change, and organizational structure.

People-Focused Knowledge Management -Karl Wipf 2012-04-14 The business environment has changed. Sharper competition requires organizations to exhibit greater effectiveness in their operations and services and faster creation of new products and services—all hallmarks of the knowledge economy. Up until now, most of the knowledge management literature has focused on technology, systems, or culture. This book moves to the next stage and looks at the people involved in the management of knowledge. Note: exploded Karl Wipf synchronizes research findings in cognitive science and related fields to describe how people actually work. He focuses on how people learn, remember, make decisions, solve problems and act—in general, how knowledge relates to work behavior. By understanding how people work, managers can improve effectiveness to gain competitive advantage.

Organizational Behavior with Connect Plus -Robert Kreitner 2012-01-01 MANAGEMENT, 12th Edition takes a practical, student-oriented approach toward teaching management with an emphasis on current topics, including issues of diversity, ethics, and globalization. This text: *explains the impact of critical environmental influences on all levels; *provides extensive discussion of teams, leadership, technology, listening, and interpersonal communication; *offers current analysis, utilizing a broad base of information and research; *establishes links between organizational communication and perceptions, theory, networks, and symbolic behavior; Building on the successful foundation of the first edition, this edition has been thoroughly revised, reflecting the current state of organizational communication theory and research. Highlights of this edition include: *extensive topical coverage; *integrated discussion of change, diversity, and digital age issues in all chapters; *updated analysis of major issues and influences in organizational communication; and *real-world examples. As an accessible and practical examination of organizational communication, this textbook is an excellent test and serve as a supplementary resource in organizational communication, leadership, organizational development, and organizational intervention courses at the advanced undergraduate and graduate levels.

Organizational Behavior -John B. Miner 2005 First Published in 2015. Reproduction is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an Informa company.

Video cases to accompany Organizational behavior fourth edition -Karen Mabey 1998

Organizational Behavior: Angela Kinicki 2003-06-01 In addition to facilitating active learning, Organizational Behavior: Key Concepts, Skills and Best Practices, by Kinicki and Kreitner, meets the needs of those instructors looking for a brief, packet text. The book is a comprehensive introduction to organizational behavior that combines theory and applications.

Organizational Behavior: Knud Sindling 2014-01-31 Now in its fifth edition, this successful introduction to organizational behavior has been revised, developed, and updated throughout to reflect the most recent developments in today’s dynamic business environment. Whilst maintaining its strong research foundations, Organizational Behavior is engaging, up-to-date, and relevant for the aspiring manager and academic alike. You will explore: How the individual interacts with its wider social setting in the business environment The relationship between Organizational Behaviour and Organisation Theory How to analyse and implement change The diagnostic challenges faced in organisational behaviour Key Features: *A European perspective on theories and practice from both sides of the Atlantic: *Case Studies begin each chapter with an interesting and relevant example to introduce and apply key concepts *Cases now include The Gulf of Mexico oil spill, Royal Dutch Shell, and FedEx to name a few. *Critical thinking questions and activities have been added throughout the text encouraging critical thinking. *Media examples from Real Life are included providing the providing insights and an international outlook. *Exercises and review questions test understanding of core theories. *HIC icons highlight the relationship between these two closely related disciplines.

Outlines and Highlights for Organizational Behavior -Cram101 Textbook Reviews 2010-12 Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Includes outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 textbook Outlines are written by US Masters Students.

interest to students. In addition to providing the management framework and introducing students to contemporary management topics, the text provides experiential activities to get students thinking and acting like real-life managers. A robust network of supplements helps students to understand the hands-on, real-world application of chapter concepts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Connect Access Card for Organizational Behavior—Robert Kreitner 2012-03-23 • Binder Ready Loose-Leaf Text (0077437675) This full featured text is provided as an option to the price sensitive student. It is a full 4 color text that's three whole punched and made available at a discount to students. Also available in a package with Connect Plus –0077437659

Organizational Behavior—Fred Luftman 1998

Introduction to Organisational Behaviour—Michael Butler 2011-01-27 Ideal for anyone studying an introductory module in organisational behaviour, Introduction to Organisational Behaviour is a rigorous critique of all essential organisational behaviour topics. A comprehensive book with extensive accompanying online resources makes this a must-have package for anyone wanting to understand the theory and practice of organisational behaviour. Practitioner case studies, supporting video interviews where solutions and approaches are discussed, review questions at the end of every chapter make this an essential resource. Covering organisational behaviour in the context of individuals, groups and teams and managing organisations as well as the importance of organisational structures and emerging issues, Introduction to Organisational Behaviour gives understanding and guidance on the full spectrum of organisational behaviour issues. Supported by extensive online resources including video interviews, clips of key skills lecture slides, additional tutorial activities and a test bank of multiple choice questions make this a truly integrated print and electronic learning package.

Organizational Behaviour—Marc Buehman 2011 Now in its fourth edition, this established European text by Marc Buehman, Knud Sinding and Christian vd Heijden offers students a complete account of Organisational Behaviour in the twenty-first century. Updated to provide comprehensive and contemporary coverage, with many new and updated cases and examples, this new edition retains its rigorous approach and wide-ranging theoretical underpinnings.

Management—Angelo Kinicki 2010-08-27 Overview: Blending scholarship and imaginative writing, ASU business professor Kinicki (of Kreitner/Kinicki Organizational Behavior 9e) and writer William (of Williams/Sawyer Using Information Technology 7e and other college texts) have created a highly readable introductory management text. To support the management framework and introduce students to contemporary management topics, the text provides experiential activities to get students thinking and acting like real-life managers. A robust network of supplements helps students to understand the hands-on, real-world application of chapter concepts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour: Key Concepts, Skills, and Best Practices—Robert Kreitner 2007 Wolves belong in packs - they are social animals. They live, hunt, eat, and play together. But these social elements are learned. When a wolf is still a pup, rough-and-tumble play helps to develop its relationships with fellow pups and to establish its place in the pecking order. These pups will grow up to be members of the same pack, and what is established while they are young continues on to adulthood. Organizational behaviour in people is learned, too - and, like the wolf pups, learning is best done through practice. Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour: Key Concepts, Skills & Best Practices sets a new standard for fundamental OB texts. Incorporating lean, efficient coverage of core OB concepts with an array of rich learning tools, this text is flexible and engaging. The Second Canadian Edition has been designed to promote active learning, integrating student friendly material with experiential exercises. Unique and engaging features of the text are combined with an integrated tool kit for mastering organizational behaviour and tackling exams. Enrolling at organizational behaviour is a hands-on active process. Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour: Key Concepts, Skills & Best Practices gives students the material, the skills, and the abilities to lead the pack.

Loose-Leaf Version of Organizational Behavior with Connect Access Card—Angelo Kinicki 2011-11-10 • Binder Ready Loose-Leaf Text (0077437675) This full featured text is provided as an option to the price sensitive student. It is a full 4 color text that’s three whole punched and made available at a discount to students. Also available in a package with Connect Plus –0077437659

Organizational Behavior—Robert Kreitner 1998

Organizational Behavior: Core Concepts—Angelo Kinicki 2007-07-05 Organizational Behavior: Core Concepts was written with the goal of creating a short, up-to-date, practical, user-friendly, interesting, and engaging introduction to the field of organizational behavior. Angelo Kinicki accomplished this goal by selecting content on the basis of his experience in teaching and writing OB textbooks and the desire to provide a brief book on organizational behavior. The 14 chapters present concise coverage of key concepts needed to help students gain an understanding about individual, group, and organizational behavior. The focus is more on content than pedagogy in order to allow instructors the flexibility to incorporate their own case selections and supplementary materials into their courses. Another key feature of Organizational Behavior: Core Concepts is a boxed feature that provides information about ancillary materials that can be used to enhance student learning and to facilitate a more interactive learning environment. This box identifies when students can test their mastery of the content or enhance their understanding by taking one of 38 Test Your Knowledge Quizzes or 20 self-assessment surveys. The box also calls out when instructors might use 23 group exercises and 15 Manager’s Hot Seat video segments to supplement their lectures and facilitate student involvement and interactions. Finally, Organizational Behavior: Core Concepts contains coverage of cutting edge topics and timely examples.

Introduction to Global Business: Understanding the International Environment & Global Business Functions—Julian Gaspar 2016-01-01 The global business environment is rapidly changing due to shifts in geopolitical alliances, active support of global international institutions in promoting market-oriented economic reforms, and advances in the development and use of information technology. INTRODUCTION TO GLOBAL BUSINESS, 2e addresses these challenges by providing a comprehensive analysis of the global business environment and lays the foundation for the functional tools used to better prepare you to manage the global business landscape. The text flows smoothly and clearly from concept to application, asking you to apply those learning skills into real-world personal and professional applications. The specialized author team introduces globalization through unparalleled scholarship and a world-view presentation of the fundamental pillars of the global business environment - culture, ethics, economics, and information technology. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.